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when the game loads, click the "settings" button at the bottom left of the screen and select "normal" mode, then
click "ok". you can also adjust the controls for each character. there's a big v button on the keyboard that will
allow you to turn the game into "infinite" mode, meaning you can play an unlimited number of rounds of that

game. this is a great way to play the game when you get home from work and don't feel like starting over. if you
liked golden axe ii and played the arcade version, but were disappointed by the 16-bit release, don’t worry. the
genesis version has more of everything that made the arcade game great. you can now swap between the four

characters, run through levels on a speedrun mode, and even play with the various weapons. it’s also a good way
to see what you’d think about if you ever decide to play the arcade version. and if you’re interested in the story,
there’s a brief one that details how the weapon’s relationship with the heroes. the success of golden axe and the

other shining titles during the early 90s allowed sega to build up its catalog. the genesis wasn’t a powerhouse with
no competition, but it was far from weak. when the sega saturn appeared in the early 90s, sega had a great

catalog and the saturn was now the king of the video games world. now i want you to know why i love golden axe
and why i don’t like it. the first reason is that it’s not the typical bad arcade port. it’s also not a typical good home

port that adds a bunch of different elements. it’s a good arcade port that makes you want to play the arcade
version. on top of that, the game is a hybrid between an arcade game and a home game. yes, the graphics are

bad, but the gameplay is arcade perfect. the animations are fast and smooth, as is the music. it’s fun for someone
who likes arcade games and it’s awesome for someone who likes fantasy action games. the only problem is that
it’s not for everyone. if you’re not a fan of fantasy action games, give the other games in the series a chance, as

they are good too.
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the game features five characters:
axew, robin, scatty cat, hodrick and
alex lario. each character has two

unique magic spells which can be used
by holding down the fire button. each
character also has a special, powerful,

one-use magic spell. the only
characters which share the same

magic are the three axe characters,
robin, scatty cat and hodrick. golden
axe 3 is much like golden axe ii, with
an easy to use magic system, which

isnt as powerful as the previous
games. youll also find that theres not
many differences between this game
and its predecessor. theres also no
story elements, as this game was

merely an arcade port of the home
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computer game. it is the only game in
the trilogy not to have an official

arcade port. golden axe 3 is one of the
most awesome games in the series,

and was ported to the pc in 1992. the
game is basically golden axe with

better graphics. its a great tribute to
the original game and the genesis port
of golden axe: the duel. golden axe iii
is one of the best games of the golden
axe series. its got a nice story and a
good gameplay. its a remade version
of the genesis port of golden axe: the
duel, so if you dont own the original

game, this is a good reason to go and
get it. it was a great move by sega to
re-release golden axe iii, as it was one

of the few arcade games from the
genesis that i didnt own. theres a lot of
good stuff in this game. the graphics

are the best yet, and the soundtrack is
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also quite good. theres even a few
cutscenes that add to the story. theres

also a wide variety of different
weapons, including the most magical
of all, the magic spell. its a very fun
game that is a must have for any

golden axe fan. 5ec8ef588b
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